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THE OBSERVER 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND- GORHAM VOL. 14 NO. 3 SEPTEMBER 27 1971 
Trustees Consider Rebate 
The Board of Trustees announced Thursday in Ma-
chias their planflo consider a rebate of some sort to 
UM students in the light of President Nixon's Wage-
Price freeze which cut short a scheduled pay increase 
for UM workers. As the increase was being paid out of 
tuition funds, the Board said it would consider some 
sort of finacial remuneration to students. This along 
with active politicking behind the scenes for funds from 
the special session of the legislature could have a far-
reaching affect on the student pocketbooks. If monies 
to cover the increases are given by the state, then the 
spring tuition rate w<?uld go down to its pre-summer 
level of $350. A rebate could even further save money 
as many students are now paying the $450 by monthly 
billings and the December fall payment could be used 
for spring costs. 
Another item of import to the student is the possi-
bility of students being named to sub-com~ittees of the 
Board. In this fashion the Board could be relying on stu-
dent input at a high level, something not effectively ap-
proached before. 
"Wake me · when the trustees send me my check." 
Yearbook Merger Unwise: 
Staff Anticipc1te Monies 
The administration and yearbook staffs from 
Gorham and Portland campuses have been meeting 
for the past two weeks to decide on one or two books 
for both campuses. Talking to staffs from both cam-
puses, this reporter received the following responses. 
Members of both staffs think a combined yearbook 
would be extremely unwise at this time. The reasons 
are both financial and personal. Arguments on the 
personal basis include: the lack of support between 
the campuses, the little time we have had to adjust to 
one another and from meaningful bonds. Both ed-
itors agree that this would make for a disjunctive or 
at best meaningless book. 
On the financial side: if both books were bound 
in the same cover, and one campus was unable to meet 
its financial or publishing deadline, the whole book 
would be held up. At present, the Portland year-
book has sold about 60 subscriptions. Things look 
considerably more promising for the Gorham y~ar-
book with 320 subscriptions to date. If, however, 
the Portland yearbook was combined with the 
Gorham, the probability of the Gorham book sur-
viving would be financially jeopordized. 
Furthermore, since the Portland campus does not 
indicate (at least through sales) that it does want a 
book, it is questionable that the expenditure of 
$4,500 would be worthwhile for only a very few 
students. The Gorham book must sell 7UU books to 
comfortably meet commitments and so must the 
Portland book. . 
This Friday the student affairs committee will 
meet to vote upon allocations for the yearbook (s). 
Both editors indicate that a $3,000 subsidy would 
be a bare-bones amount. 
There is a feeling around the_, Gorham campus 
that if the Portland book can subscribe only 50 qr 
. 60 people, more of the Student Affairs Committee " 
funds should be allocated in all fairness to the 
Gorham-based book. If, for example, the books _ · 
were done separately with Gorham ordering for 
500 people and Portland for a much lower number, 
Portland would be paying much less for the yea!-
book but still would receive a subsidy identical to 
Gorham's. This·would hardly be fair to the Gorham 
book with a much larger subscription rate (6 times 
that of Portland to date) and considerably mme 
expense. In short, the projected figure of a $ I ,500 
allotment would cover 50-60 students at Portland 
but would have to subsidize payments of the book 
for at least 6 times that amount at Gorham. That 
breaks down to a $27.21:1: allotment for each 
Portland student and a $4.28 allotment for each 
Gorham student. Where is the fairness? 
SAC Attempts to 
Create Sub-Committees 
The Friday meeting of the Student Affairs Com-
mittee held on the Gorham campus was one marked 
by slight friction over monies, a move to intergrate 
the Bailey rest rooms (Faculty/Student wise), and a 
delay in the creation of a Publications Committee to 
oversee the financing and recognition of all university 
publications. 
The committee sought an opinion from an OBSER-
VER staff member on the acquisition by .the paper of 
a number of office machines formerly belonging to the 
Gorham student senate. Editor Brian Kendrick and 
SAC member Scott Alloway both answered saying that 
the agreement between the Senate and the newspaper 
was one of a transfer of equipment to allow maximum 
utilization of the machines by the student body. 
"As the paper is a student organization we saw no-
. thing wropg in our aquiring the equipm~nt," Alloway 
said. He reminded the SAC that the Gorham senate at 
one point last year was operating on $1000 of the 08-
SERVER's funding, and thought that the transfer did 
not violate any university or state laws. Dick Small, 
SAC member and VIKI.NG Business Manager moved 
that the equipment be taken from the paper irregard-
less but later withdrew his motion after a short discus-
sion. The OBSERVER editors will meet this week to 
Class ~ing Hoax is 
Officially Hoax-
The Gorham class ring, which was malicious-
ly labeled a hoax, is indeed an official class ring. 
Ring company officials notified the university 
this week that the ring offered to UMPG stu-
dents this past week was one drawan by the com-
pany and accepted last spring by Class of '73 
officers. In the original contract accepted by 
the class it was agreed that the company would 
return this fall to sell the product to those per-
sons who could not afford one in the spring and 
to any other interested students. 
Although' the ring was designed by the stu-
dents of a Gorham class, several persons de-
cided that after hearing the ring was allegedly 
a hoax they would not purchase it. Persons 
should be assured that it is indeed a legitimate 
ring as it was offered last year and was a pro-
ject of a recognized group of class officers. In 
the Portland campus it has been the custom of 
the bookstore to control both ring sales and· 
profits. The Gorham students realized a savings 
of over $17 per ring by doing the selling them-
selves. 
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Getting the Lead Out 
Since last week a myriad of complaints have poured 
in from various irate persons, students, faculty m\m• 
bers, administrators and others. 'It was not a news-
pape'r' said some. 'Too much mixture of opinion with 
fact,' said others. All in all, it was a bad week for 
public opinion. Battles raged, squabble continued, and 
to one who might have been here last year it would ap-
pear that the merger was still in the process of consum-
mation. In other words, we haven't progressed very 
far in promoting campus unity in any sector. We are 
still divided, poor, and unhappy. What does this have 
to do with the n~wspaper? Plenty. Being_ representa-
tive of such a chaotic institution, it is only right that 
we be chaotic. No, that's· faulty reasoning. But it is 
just such faulty reasoning which lies behing practically 
every malaise present at UMPG. Eeople are unwilling 
to compromise, or, even worse, to listen to reasoning 
of any kind. 
Last week there was a meeting of the Liberal Arts 
Faculty. We do not claim to have any idea of what it 
was all about. Nor do we care. In the light of the 
Attica State Pr_ison tragedy, no amount of iiberal arts 
faculty meetings are going to mean a damn thing. It 
simply doesn't matter. In the light of Attica, nothing 
else matters, and in the light of President Nixon 
and Governor Rockefeller, nothing is worthwhile. 
'These are strange days; we must learn to fight with 
animals and big machines.' It is indeed time for 
positive action, violent though it may be. 
The newspaper will continue to publish. The 
quality of that publishing is dependent on how much 
people care .what is happening to them. Get the 
lead out of your asses people; you're being screwed! 
SAC Responsibilities 
At the Friday meeting of the SAC we were more 
than slightly disappointed by the manner in which 
Acting Chairman Gerry McCann clamped "Out of 
order" rulings on several "show-cause" questions that 
were brought before the committee in regards to the 
expenditures of $1500 on two yearbooks. We do not 
regard the questioning of where monies are going as 
"out of order". All too well we remember the sever-
al finacial disasters of last year the joint senates en-
dowed upon the two student bodies. 
We remind Mr. McCann that his position is one of 
responsibility: To the SAC and the Student body. 
We hope this is remembered at the next meeting of 
SAC. The student government must rise above the 
petty p·olitics that have mired this university down in 
the past and help create a firm base for students to 
depend on. Effective leadership must develope in the 
ranks of the stud,mt body. Friday \\'.as not a sign of a 
meeting of such leaders. 
Our Loss is Nixon's Gain 
Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black died Satur-
day morning and the United States lost one of its ablest 
legal minds as a result. 
Black entered the hospital August 28 and retired 
from the bench on September 17. A stroke two days 
later marked the beginning of the end. 
Black served on the court for 34 years and his liberal 
interpretation of the constitution helped many to gain 
civil liberties denied them for 200 years. He consistently 
fought f~r guarrantees of free speech and free press, and 





Publi_shed and operated by the students of the 
Univer-sity of Maine at Portland-Gorham. The 
publication or use of material appearing in 
THE OBSERVER may be accompanied by 
a credit line. It is not necessary to contact 
the editors for permission. 
. - -
Black's death and the retirement of Justice John Har-
lan now gives Richard Nixon an opportunity to fill the 
Court with men such as Warren Burger and Harry Black-
mun. These two have ofetn shown their willingness to 
defond the rights of property, money, and the status quo. 
With the Supreme Court facing important questions con-
cerning self-incrimination and majority jury verdicts, as 
well as the fate of 653 men and women now on Death 
Row, President Nixon has the opportunity to send this 
country back to 1932 judicially as well as economically. 
Editor ............. ...........•... Brian L. Kendrick 
Executive Editor ........... . Bernard E. Cowan 
Business Manager ............ Scott Alloway 
Advertising Manager .... , .. Kathy Greene 
Circulation Manager ....... Jan Garfi 
Photography ................... David Cedrone 
Sports Editor ................. Chickie Cusick 
Games by Brian L. Kendrick 
Contrary to impressions which may have been 
nurtured by articles and columns in both the 
Observer and the Viking, there exists no personal 
animosity between Eddie Beard and myself (on 
· either side). Journalistic rivalry does ma:1ifest it-
self occasionally. Hopefully cooperation will begin 
to replace competition and it must naturally origin-
ate with each newspaper. Cooperation is an impos-
sible thing to force upon two parties, whether or 
not that force comes from 'superiors' within the 
administrative hierarchy or from peers within the 
community. 
I wish to thank Eddie Beard for his offering the 
use of the Viking photo lab to the Observer. The 
offer was made before any publication of news and/ 
or rumors concerning the newspaper merger and is 
appreciated. The Observer has no facilities of its 
own for darkroom photo processing, and we assumed 
that that arrangement could be a first s.tep towards 
a real merger. The audio-visual department of the 
university has since loaned us use of its facilities and, 
because of its Gorham location, is more convenient 
to our office. But the gesture itself, I feel, is a 
genuine forward step compared to past relations be-
tween these two newspapers. 
As tt:> any exchanges between Eddie Beard or 
Gordon Bigelow: and me althouji no minutes were 
taken, we at the Obsenrer, do feel that the meetings 
which occurred were not secret, and did involve all 
students, as portions of their activity fees tra iition-
ally go to each paper. Students do have the right to 
know how their money is spent. 
Any report that the composer is useless as a justi-
fier is totally flase as exemplified by the even right 
hand margin in this column. It is true that an acces-
sory computer would speed things up, but results 
show that even with right margins left uneven, the 
composer will fit twice as much copy onto a page as 
a standard typewriter. This allows us to save $8,523 
over a three-year period. The $15 ,600 figure quoted 
in last weeks Observer was a reporter's exaggeration 
The $4,000 figure which the Viking quoted is far too 
small. 
I think, though, that the most frightening charge 
made by the Viking was that I signed a personal note 
for $4,400. A phone call to me would ha','.e straigh-
tened that out. · I have signed a rental contract with · 
IBM which calls for the Observer to pay $150 each 
month. I have no intentions of buying myself a 
luxury typewriter, no matter how pretty it types. 
In conclusion, I also 'would hope that the issues 




by Bernard E. Cowan 
... that a certain President of a certain merged institu-
tion in southern Maine once kept in close touch with 
students at another institution in Massachusetts ... that 
the self same President has a chain-of-comma11d now 
so that he may be reached ( only if unavoidably so) ... 
that Bobby Baker is at UMPG disguised as an admini-
strator. .. that the prisoners at Attica ·are really com-
munist agents; the hostages, mortals ; and the attack-
ers , girl scouts ... that President Nixon and Gov~rnor 
Rockefeller really know how to shovel...that the war 
(oops), conflict, in Vietnam is drawing to a close ... 
that the sa~e conflict is scheduled to open at a thea-
ter near you ... that a certain ursine musician was seen 
carrying his exposed organ through a local dormitory . 
... that a certain once-conscientious student editorial-
ist no longer gives a damn ... and finally, that rumor 
has it! 
Due to confusion around here credits were not 
given to the authors of either of our two part series, 
School Is Not A -Gay Place To Be. Part One in our 
Sept. 10 issue was written by Warren Bluemfeld, and 
reprinted from EdCentric Magazine. Part Two was 
written by Scott Alloway, a staff member.' 
Letters ... 
To The Editor / 
Mrs. Mildred Heart of the State Health and Wel-
fare Office will be on campus Wednesday, Sept. 29th 
at 2:30 p.m. to discuss the possibilities for starting 
a nursery on campus. Anyone interested please meet 
with Mrs. Heart in the Gorham Lounge. 
If you cannot attend but would like to help orga-
nize , contact me or the Observer office. 
Ken Curtis 
Dear Editor: . 
On Fridays at Gorham, I find .myself free to do " 
what I want and subtracted for a weekend from 
college studies. This is a wonderful feeling up until 
9:00 in the evening, when I am forced to admit that 
there really is nothing to do. (If only Monday's movie 
could be on Friday night.) But what of that! (Said in 
a cockney accent). Friday does have a nice four hour 
evening that needs to have some form of entertain-
ment and that is the purpose (you were beginning to 
wonder, weren't you?) of this letter; to suggest that 
some person or persons start a coffee house. 
COFFEE HOUSE 
FRIDAY EVENING 
A place for performing actors in the form of im-
provisational theater, performing musicians in folk, 
jazz, experimental performing poets and writers in 
readings and anything you can create. 
A coffee house needs two types of people, those 
who entertain and those (ha-ha) that need to be en-
tertained. I feel (that's a shitty word) that we here 
have a lot of both types. 
So come on kids, ( oh No - o - o) if anyone is 
interested in running a C.H. then contact the Ob-
server , or me, for further details. 
After the fact , 
Peter H. L. Mish 
SERVE 
To the editor: 
Anyone interested in helping to set up a committee 
to deal with the Environment can drop in a room 7E 
in Bailey Hall on Tuesdays between 8:30 and 1 :45 a.m. 
on Fridays between 12:00 and 3:00 to talk about the 
Environmental Education Committee . .. We. -are primar-
ily interested in the practical aspect of Ecology, such 
as publicizing news on accomplishments in the field, 
such as recycling wastes, in organizing clean-up drives. 
There are many other things that s we can go into as 
fresh id_eas are made. We need people who want to 
work and who want to help preserve and improve our 
environment. Biology Majors and students in Ecology 
and Conservation classes are especially desired, . though 
anybody interested is very welcome. If anyone who 
in interested cannot make it on the hours mentioned 
above, puch a slip under the door stating your name, 
address and times you can make it. I'll try to make it 
and I'll notify you of your appointment. People from 
both campuses are welcome and wanted. 
Marcel Gosselin, 
of The Environmental Education Committee. 
Portland--Ten Tuesday forenoon classes at the Uni-
versity of Maine at Portland-Gorham will offer an in-
depth analysis of Shakespeare's Othello· beginning 
October 5 .. Miss Catherine Bancroft Beatley will con-
duct the class from 10:00 to 11 :30 a.m., and regis-
tration may be completed through the Continuing 
Education Division on the Portland campus. 
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to Students 
AN OPEN LETTER TO EVERYONE 
by Bernard E. Cowan 
This world, your world, is your world , and nobody 
can change that. People and various organizations may 
try to alter your perception of your world, but nobody 
_ can take it away from its rightful owner, you. There-
fore, never let it be said that you·are being deprived. 
Nobody can deprive you unless you are willing. You 
may lash out against other, but never let that lashing 
be accompanied by·any indignant exclamation ex-
cept 'Mine!'. · · 
Yours is a 'you-centered' world. Thatis to say that 
you are the most improtant person in it. This is as it 
should be, for when you lose sight of yourself, you 
then lose the primary perspective on your world. In 
effect, you become blind. But while you maintain this 
'you-centered' world remember: , other people are 
part of your world and without them you would be 
alone, and loneliness is to be praised in one breath and 
damned in the next. 
AS SEEN 
BY HOLT 
by Alex Holt 
In the past beginning weeks of the current semes-
ter, this columnist has noted a welcomed increase in 
the attitude of the student population toward the 
status of UMPG-particularly in regards to the merger . 
. of the student bodies. There have been a steadily in-
creasirig number of students commuting between the 
two campuses-not only for classes, but also to use 
the library facilities, and perhaps also to sample the 
life mode that is so unique at each of the two cam-
puses. It was said by many student leaders and ad-
ministrators during the past summer that the . 
incoming freshmen at UMPG would in large part 
determine the fate of this merged institution through 
!heir attitudes toward it. This columnist feels that 
at last the dream of what so many have unceasingly 
worked for during the past two years is beginning to 
come true. There are many difficult and torturous 
roads ahead for all of us her.e, including the financial 
crises, a~d especially the vast uncertainties of accre-
ditation for next year; but if we begin to show a 
personal commitment, a sense of spirit, and a certain 
necessary devotion to this community of scholars, 
then perhaps this new institution will grow to be a 
healthy child and a strong adult. 
For the past three years this columnist has de-
voted a great deal of time and effort to UMP and 
then UMPG. I have made many mistakes while 
assuming the responsibilities of student leadership, 
but I have always felt very strongly that the future 
of any educational institution needs a commitment 
on the part of all members of its community regard-
less of oftentimes divergent views. This must 
now·be applicable as never before here in the hinder-
lands of academia as we face a continually uncertain 
future. This is also a time of many exciting possibi-
lities in our institution on all levels. The fact that 
there has been establishe~ a fair and at last democra-
tic campus.government, and that new and creative 
faculty personnal are beginning to drive gaping holes 
in the traditionalistic and sadly out-of-date teaching 
practices will hopefully provide a basis for the future. 
This column brings to an end the three years of 
political activities centered around UMPG that this 
columnist has pursued so vigorously. Due to my 
rapidly deteriorating physical health, this will be the 
final effort to be made by me to ask for student in-
volvement and unity. To the entire UMPG commun-
ity I say: The future is in your hands, yours to keep 
....... or to destroy. Farewell. 
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Col'\l, r;.c:.l"'t'\ P"'8~ C"E. .. . 
discuss the equipment and make suggestions to the SAC. 
At the meeting staff member Alloway did say that the 
SAC could use the machines at any time and he did not 
feel it should violate a promise and a_ written agreement 
made last spring by the senate. After the meeting it was 
mentioned that the paper felt as if the equipmeRt were 
a form of funding, a capital expenditure by the Senate. 
A second point of confrontation that afternoon was 
over the money to be allocated to the two yearbooks. 
Three times Acting Chairman Gerry McCann called any 
· form of a "show-cause" question out of order and re-
marked that the money was promised and we were bound 
to honor last years senate obligations. No form of ques-
tion on the money was allowed on the floor. On a clo-
ture vote on the question, all but Alloway and Dr. Bige-
low voted to allow·debate to be shut off. In the vote 
for funding Alloway went along with the rest. 
There was no problem in allotting the Cat Mousam 
Journal its $1000 for the year. The vote was unanimous. 
Fifty dollars was appropriated to the McLellan House 
to subsidize Gorham Clean-Up Day. It was agreed to by 
the House to return any unused money. Tizz Crowley 
cat the only negative vote. 
Another $50 was approved for funding of the rental 
of a bus for a History Field Trip along the Cumberland 
Canal. Although two history classes will have first choice 
to go on the trip, all other university stude'rtts are allow-
ed to go. Cost will be two dollars per person as a boat 
ride in the Songo Locks will cap off the trip. 
The three man sub committee of Dr. Bigelow, Darryl 
Arsenault, and Tizz Crowley presented the SAC with a 
list of recommendations reagrding the creation of the 
various subcommittees necessary to assist the main com, 
mittee fonc!ion effeciently. Time permitted the SAC to 
get through and approve only one committee, the Appro-
priations Committee. This committee will be headed by 
the Treasurer of SAC and include 2 SAC members and 
4 other students. The original proposal called for 1 SAC' 
member and three students but it was enlarged upon to 
insure greater diversity on the sub-committee. 
A committee for Special Awards and Membership 
was tabled after much discussion revolving around the 
possible creation of personal files on students. Mike · 
Schwartz commented that he didn't like the idea of a 
group gathering material on other students being created 
by SAC but other members felt that no files would be 
. kept. An uneasiness about the possibilty of abuse, how-
ever, kept the proposal from getting to far off the ground. 
Another problem was how to keep non-students from 
choosing members of student committees. It was sug-
gested that two committees be formed but after a brief 
hassle language was adopted that insured both the security 
of the students and the involvement by non-students in 
student committee appointments. 
Publications were the focal point of the last com-
mittee considered that afternoon. And here the biggest 
tie-up of the day developed. The proposal called for the 
creation of a committee with 2 representatives for all 
newspapers (be there 2 or I 0), 1 for all yearbooks, I 
for all magazines, and an equal number of students. In 
it there was no comment.on who should vote, why the 
limitation on representatives was such, or what insured 
the right of representation for all publications. In dis-
cussion on the groupin~ there was a comment that it 
was fair for the newspapers to have to non-voting repre-
sentatives of the newspaper on the committee because 
the paper had the most capital tied into it. However, 
without the vote the number of newspaper people as 
members would mean nothing as the publications them-
selves would not have any vote in how their affairs are 
handled. After a short exchange of opinion on the dif-
ferent ways the committee could be set up, the topic 
was tabled. 
At this point the meeting was rece.,~.:d until 4 :30 p.m. 
this Friday in Bonney Hall in Portland. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Oct. 2 Keene . State College, St. Francis 
College, and SMVTI 
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Draft Counseling 
Now Available 
Commencing Monday, Oct. 4, a draft counseling ser-
vice will be in operation under the auspices of the Draft 
Counseling Service of Greater Portland, Inc., a non-pro-
fit corporation. The service will render advice and coun-
sel without cost to men of draft age in Southern Maine 
and to their parents. 
Headquarters for the service will be at 132 Park St., 
Portland, also known as the "Cathedral Parish House." 
It will operate from J-:30 pm to 9:30 pm. Any person 
with s~lective service questions may come to The Center 
for advice during these hours. _ 
The people of this group are aware of the difficult 
and unstable position which draft age men find them-
selves. Many young men find it impossible to make ad-
equate plans for their education or professional train-
ing. Others find the draft imposes religious questions of 
a very difficult nature. The problems are further compli-
cated by an individual's lack of training or knowledge of 
the Selective Service System, particularly in view of the 
recent changes in the draft laws. It will be to these pro-
blems that the services will be centered. 
For further information please contact Charles Rem-
mel, 85 Exchange Street, Portland, 772-5431 or 773-




The campus centered Peace Movement is often 
typified by short term involvement and too much 
involvement with creating organizations to demand 
that other organization stop doing evil. For tne 
Veterans the war is not abstract. He is personal-
Scogis Marks 
Beginning 
Scogis 004 - an in service, working experience with 
the community involving 3 hours of classroom lecture 
per week.and at leai.t 5 hours of contact and work at 
Pineland Hospital every week. What it is can better be 
explained by examining its motives and the purpose of 
having undergraduates at UMPG get actual field and 
first hand experience in working with the the retarded. 
In talking with severaL students who are involved 
in the course, we found them to be "highly excited" 
by the work and feeling as if it (the work) was the first 
real learning that they experienced here as undergrads. 
"I think it promotes a better understanding of the 
retarded by those of us who will have to deal with the 
problem in the classroom. This area just hasn't been 
explored by the university enough and it is about time 
we did look into it." ·Kathy Greene related more, 
"This approach is beneficial to both us as students and 
the patients. 
_ Students are assigned "clients" on a one to one ba-
sis. Attempting to achieve a goal of interpersonal re-
lationship with the patient, who they want to regard 
as friends. 
Some examples of the topics include Biology,} 
Bio-Chemistry and Genetic, Theories of Learning, 
Role of the Social Worker, and Law and Mental Re-
tardation. 
In order to fit a student into his role at the hos-
pital each person will go through a training period · 
learning the routines and schedules of the center. 
In earning the 4 credits for the course, a grade 
will be determined by student-teacher evaluation 
and conferences. 
This being a trial course for Scogis; it could be 
a turning point in the concept of education in UM-
PG and southern Maine. 
ly involved. The war is a private cause, in many 
cases one which has made some of us realize that 
_there is no public crisis that is not also _a private Opening So On 
crisis. 
All corruptions of public rrsponsibility are 
corruptions of private responsibilty. The sep- A student newsstand on the Gorham campus plans 
aration of the War from the Civil Rights or the to open sometime in the near future according to Ju-
Environmental Movement is purely artificial. dene Dyer, a student who has been working with George 
In the words of Wendell Berry: Van Amberg in planning the reopening of the stand. 
They have the same cause, and that is mentality "We've been talking about it for quite a while now, 
of greed and exploitation. The menta!ity that ex- and he (George) will have a definite answer as to when 
ploits and destroys the natural environment is the - it can open this week." 
same that impose on young men the tyranny of She told us that a number of volunteers who want 
the military draft, that makes war against women to help run the paper stand have spoken to her already 
and children with the indifference of technology. this fall, and said that there seems to be enough people 
The mentality that destroys a watershed and then willing to help make it a success. 
panics at the threat of flood is the same mental- At Friday's meeting of the Student Affairs Commi-
ity that gives institutionalized insult to the Black ttee queStions were risen on the s'tatus of the newsstand 
people and then panics at the prospect of Race at Gorham and a student was appointed to lookinto it. 
Riol5. It is the same mentaltiy that can mount Judene hopes to get the project off the ground very 
that can mount deliberate warfare against a civilian shortly and plans a full day's service to the campus in 
population and then express moral shock at the selling the magazines and newspapers. 
logic consequences at such warfare at My Lai. ~heals~ plans to turn all profits back into student 
Our impact as veterans is not simply as one 
more voice agaist government policy, but much 
more important we can help others become 
aware of the necessity of private concern and 
private responsibilty. If we merely tinker with 
the institutional machinery and ignore the need 
for fundamental changes in the way we live, we are 
no less flippant than earlier generations swappjng 
frat brothers and sisters for movement brothers 
and sisters. 
In Maine Vietnam Veterans Against the War 
has avoided becoming an elaborate organization 
with a big bureaucracy and the usual power strug-
gles. This loose system relies upon accurate and 
timely mailing list, therefore if you are a Vet and 
want to participate please fill in the address card 
and mail it in or give it to one of the VVA. W guys 
that will be on the Gorham .campus this Tuesday 
or on the Portland campus on Thursday. If you 
know an off-campus vet, please help us by sending 




Against the War 
142 Park Avenue #12 
Portland, Maine 
04101 
D I am a Vietnam Veteran and I would like to join your 
group. · 
D I am a concerned citizen and enclose----
support your program. · • 
Nam,., _____________ /J 
Add res,,,__ ____________ \\ 
City, _____________ _ 




Complaints have been filed with Ted Campbell, head 
of the Maintenance Dept. by several students after bad 
experiences on the Portland campus in regards to the 
parking situation there. Al~o there has been growing 
sentiment among the less vocal as to take some action 
after the problems of no space left many people off on 
side streets for 3 weeks now. 
For example, last Wednesday a student drove to the 
Luther Bonney Lot after seeing "at least 40 empty spaces 
in it" and asked the attendant to let him in. The per-
son on duty told him those were reserved spaces and 
that the lot was full . Upon hearing that, the student 
went to the Student Affairs office to ask what they 
could do about it, or at leats find what student comnrit-
tee fielded parking questions. Neither the office or any 
student representatives of either the Council or SAC 
could answer his question so he went right to Campbell 
asking "how is more important here anyway---the facul-
ty and staff or the students?" After explaining the si-
tuation to Campbell the student was told that he would 
be allowed to park in the lot today as he (Campbell) 
would call the attendant to tell him to let him in if there 
were some empty spaces. 
The problem now lies in getting more people into 
the Portland lots. It was obvious to that student and it 
is fairly obvious to the other commuters at Portland that 
there just isn't enough space on the Portland campus 
to warrant a guarranteed place for every faculty and 
staff member and not half enough places for the stu-
dents. 





This is a test. If you can fill in each blank with the 
correct answer, you might win a prize. You may have 
the opportunity to choose an old Viking or a mildewed 
Druid. Think hard. 
a) Who played Spanky in "The Uttle Rascals?" 
b) What was the name of Mickey Mouse's first 
cartoon? 
c) Who played Margie on "My little Margie?" 
d) What was the name of Sky King's plane? 
e) Name all three ghosts on "Topper" 
f) Who played Superman on television? 
g) Name both villains in the "King and Odie 
Show." 
h) What was the name of Sergeant Preston's dog? 
i) What was the name of Tonto's horse? 
j) Who wrote "Happy Trails'?" 
k) Who was RinTin.Tin's master? 
1) Name the host of "The Price Is Right_." 
m)Who was Crusader Rabbit's sidekick? 
n) What show was Froggy on ? 
o) Who acted the role of Robin Hood rn the TV 
serial? 
p) Who sponsored Mighty Mouse's show? 
q) What was the Indian Princess' name on the 
Howdy Doody show? 
r) Who hosted the old ' 'Beat The Clock?" 
s) Name the head Mouseketeer. 
t) Who always came to visit Captain Kangaroo? 
u) What British rock group followed the Beatles 
American premier on Ed Sullivan's show? 
v) When was television invented? 
w) Name Dudley Doright's horse. 
-·· ,..,.._,;... 





at Eastern Nazarene College 
Castleton State College 
at Solem, :sfate College 
Fine ·Arts ... 
Opening 
The Art Gallery hai its premier op~ning of the 
season last Tuesday night. Despite the.sparse atten-
dance, the art work was warmly received by those 
who were there. 
The newest addition to the art department, Mrs. 
Fields, from Scotland, displayed her batik prints. 
Knowing the various processes involved in batiking 
her work is exemplitive of precise and creative 
talent. Pat Franklin displayed only her ceramic 
work this year, which is a show in itself. Of parti-
cular interest to the sculpture enthusiast is the egg 
series with some excellant examples of unique 
glazes. This exhibit can be by no means considered 
dull with the presence of Rakovan and Bearce. 
Their use of yellows, oranges, and reds can only be 
described as flamboyant. Rakovan's series of paint-
ings depicting merry-go-round horses is one of the 
better series in the exhibit. Juris Ubans has strayed· 
Orom his photographic silk screen work of last year 
;o only one piece of that media this year. The bes·, 
of his work is texture and abstracts using charcoal 
:: .1.r 
and pencil. Gale Miner has retumeo t0 his im-
pressionistic style again this year witn 1ema1e por-
traits. Surprisingly he has included a few abstracts 
this year, a welcome change from his traditional 
style. 
All in all, the exhibit is worth seeing. Especial-
ly art majors should see the work of their professors. 
If you get a chance stop by . Let's not make the 
Art Gallery a forgotten building. 
Experience 
The Blackbird Theatre offers a unique opportunity 
to the UMPG community as the group travels in from 
Portland to present a series of performances and 
workshops. Thursday, . September 30 will bring 
Beauty and the Beast, while Friday, October 1 
will see a world premiere of a Blackbird Theatre 
original. Both performances will be at 8 p.m. in 
Russell Hall. 
Open workshops for interested students and fac-
ulty will be conducted on Wednesday and Thurs-
day at 1 p.m. in Russell Hall. At this time members 
of the group will display techniques, answer questions 
and lead workshop participants through some of 
their special exercises. When not occupied with per-
formances and workshops, the Blackbird Theatre 
will be moving throughout the campus with a version 
of the traditional puppet show Punch .. 
-
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The Blackbird Theatre is an experiinerital theatre 
group with its home base in Portland. Here they 
have been doing original, experimental, and guerilla 
theatre presentations in a small renovated theatre. 
The group also makes a number of presentations at 
other locations--many will remember their presen-
tatiqn of Poisons oii" the Gorham campus last year. 
The theatre department is pleased to be able to 
once again present this unique and talented group 
here on campus, and hopes that as many as possi-
ble will attend both performances and workshops. 
and Soon. · .. 
The Treehouse Players will inaugurate the 1971 -
72 seasons with what promises to be an exciting and 
provocative production. The Night Thoreau Spent 
In: Jail, written by Jerome Lawerence and Robert E. 
Lee, reveals through a series of flashbacks the charac-
ter of one of our rn.ost controversial literary figures, 
the philosopher, poet, transcendentalist, Henry DaviJ 
Thoreau. Minor Rootes, director of the production 
has cast Dan Lakeman in the lead role. Thoreau, the 
hermit of Walden, the teacher who abandoned test-
books or as Emerson described him, 'the best man 
in Concord', represent.s many of the sentiments of 
our generation, his personality should present a 
challenging task for Mr. Lakeman. This writer has 
no doubt however, that through the combined 
talents of Director Rootes and Actor Lakeman, 
)ctober 22 will see the first of five quality perfor-
mances. 
The cast is complimented with several new and 
many familiar persons, including Carol Bohannon, 
Jeff Carter, Ron Colby, Denise Cyr, Jim Derosier, 
Tom Derrah, Bob Dhondt Flick Gerhrig, Joe 
Hanley, Ember Jandebeur, Karen Johnson, Polly 
Mellot, Charlene Rainha,- Dan West and Penny 
Wright. 
Those dates to remember are October 22-23 
and 27-30, the curtain goes up at 8:00, so we'll 
see you there. 
New Plans 
There will be a Cat Mousam Journal (UMPG lit-
erary magazine) meeting Tues:flay September . 
28, 1971 at 7 :30 in the student affairs section 
of the dining hall. All those interested in working 
in any aspects of the magazine please attend. To 
all those who showed up for last weeks meeting 
sorry for the mixup, please try to attend this 
weeks meeting. 
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the doctor's bag 
by Arn.old Werner, M.D. Copyright, 1971 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East 
Lansing, Mi. 48823 
Question: My ex-boyfriend recently forced his atten-
tion on me in spite of the fact that I told him that 
I was a virgin. When he was through with me, he 
stated that I couldn't have been a virgin because 'it 
went in too easily' and I didn't bleed. It is my body 
and I know that I never had previous sexual relations. 
Please clarify this because he honestly believes I'm a 
loose woman. 
I'm writing this the day after it happened, but 
are there any very early signs of pregnancy? I seem 
to feel sick to my stomach. 
Answer: Very sadly, situations such as the one you 
describe happen frequently, and I, for one, have a 
difficult time distinguishing such an event from rape. 
In addition to being grossly selfish, your ex-boyfriend 
is also ignorant of some basic sexual facts. Ease of 
intercourse the first time and an absence of bleeding 
is no indication of a lack of virginity. 
A woman has the right not to have intercourse 
unless she wants to and this should be unrelated to 
whether or not she is a virgin. Rather than hide 
behind these technicalities, she should be prepared to 
4 
take drastic measures to insure her basic human rights 
It is too early to tell if you are pregnant now, 
but it sounds as if the way you feel may be related 
to the upsetting experience you had. In such circum-
stances you may miss your next menstrual period 
without being pregnant; instead of becoming panicked 
you might visit your physician if you have not had a 
period in another month. In the meantime, if you 
remain upset very much longer, it would be wise for 
you to talk this out with someone so that this exper-
ience does not jeopardize future relationships with 
men. Your ex-boyfriend sounds like he needs pro-
fessional help. 
Question: Is there any harm in digesting the shells of 
salted peanuts or salted sunflower seeds? I have been 
eating them for quite sometime and so far have had 
no problems. 
Answer: There is probably no harm in eating the 
shells you mentioned. If you look real slosely you 
might discover that you are not actually digesting 
them. Some animals have bacteria in their gut that 
Is teaching really for you? 
If you are looking for the answer to this ques-
tion come to Hastings Formal Lounge in Gor-
ham on Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 7 p,.m.: The 
Student Education Association will help you 
look! 
A breakfast will be held for transfer students on 
Thursday, Sept. 30, from 8 to 9 a.m. in the J>resi-
dential Dining Room in the Gorham dining center. 
If you would like to attend, call ext. 333 (Portland) 
or ext. 267 (Gorham) before noon, Monday; Sept 27. 
There is a deadline Wednesday for all announcements, 
notices and classified ads to be printed in the Monday 
Observer. 
produce the proper enzymes to break down cellulose 
and other fibrous materials such as shells and husks. 
Man is not endowed in this way. 
Nondigestable materials are important in in-
creasing the bulk of the stool and tend to prevent 
constipation. Some people worry that things such 
as shells and small pits can get stuck in the large in-
testine and cause inflammations. People have also 
thought that shells may act as a mechanical irritant 
and cause diarrhea. My consultant on intestines and · 
their contents tells me that there is evidence dis-
proving both these concerns. 
Question: Recently there have been many adver-
tisements for 'water beds.' Are they good for the . 
back? Over a long period of time could they be 
harmful to posture? Are they better than a firm 
mattress? 
Answer: Waterbeds are mattress-shaped bags made of 
a heavy weight flexible plastic and are filled with 
about 200 gallons of water. Because the water can 
shift around within its container, a comfortable sen-
sation of lying on a supporting surface that yields 
completely to any small movement is created. People 
who purchase them claim that they help induce rest-
ful sleep. Advertisements play up how enveloping. 
security inducing and relaxing the waterbed is. 
They also hint that there are some sexual benefits 
to be reaped from their use. 
Whether the waterbed enhances se~suality 
would be difficult to evaluate. A friend -indicates 
that a new dimension is added to intercourse since 
the bed is so responsive, but he adds that if one is in 
a hurry, it is easy to lose your balance. 
The rec·ent medical literature 'does not contain 
information about harmful or beneficial effects when 
the waterbed is used for back trouble or posture .. My 
orthopedic consultant advises that sleeping on your 
abdomen in any kind of bed would aggravate back 
trouble. For low back pain, sleeping on your side on 
a firm mattress or placing the mattress on the floor 
is recommended. If you must sleep on your back, 
pillows should be inserted under the knees to flat-
ten out the hallow of the back. 
A word of caution, a gallon of water weighs 
eight pounds. Some waterbeds weigh nearly a ton. 
Not all second floor bedrooms in old dwellings can 
.,upport such a weight. 
OPUS SEX 
'You'll soon regret this life of yours.' 
His words were shutting many doors, 
But Dominique; too fierce, too proud, 
Ascended stairs, defiant, loud. 
One man was quiet, one composed, 
One ranted as he tore her hose, 
And Dominique soon retraced her steps, 









y ·ERSPECTIVE by Peter Cates 
Well, it is fall again, the days are getting cooler, and 
in a little while, everyone will be staying indoors. And 
what is the principle leisure-time occupation besides 
boozing, sex, and studying? You guessed it and I felt 
that this would be a good time to briefly glance at 
some of the exciting (and not so exciting) new releases 
which the profit-hungry record companies have been 
hurling at me over the past two months. 
In the classical realm, two extremely fine record-
ings from the catalog of the late Fritz Reiner and the 
Chicago Symphony have been reinstated on RCA's 
budget label, Victrola. The first is Strauss's Don 
Quixote, an irreverent, caustic, and yet sympathetic 
musical· recreation of Cervantes' immortal hero. The 
second release contains Bartok's 'Music for Strings, 
Percussion and Celeste,' and 'Hungarian Sketches' 
Reiner's acute sense of rhythmic control, linear 
proportion and architectural solidity made his in-
terpretations of Strauss's and Bartok's music unique 
milestones in the history of recording. 
A new rhythm-and-blues group, Labelle; have 
just released their first album on Warner Brothers 
and it bears close listening. Also, on Warner Brothers' 
subsidiary label, Pentagram, is a rather lackluster 
collection of gospel and spiritual favorites by Big 
Mama Thornton. I've enjoyed her work in the past 
but I thought I'd have cardiac arrest before she got 
halfway through her lumbering rendition of 'Go 
Down Moses'. Buy the Labelle album and .forget 
. about Big Mama Thornton. 
Carly Simon's first album on Elektra is an eclec-
tic mixture of folk, rock, blues and Broadway 
elements. Most have already heard 'That's the 
Way I've Always Heard It Should Be' but the 
rest of her songs are worth hearing also. Her 
voice reminds me of Judy Collins but, at the same 
I 
time, it has a lot more sincerity and credibility · 
than Miss Collins' · 
Finally, the Guess Who are back with more of 
their famous 'Wheatfield Soul.' Their latest RCA 
release, 'So Long Bannatyne' will please their 
many fans but I confess that I nevercared for dry 
cereals. 
PASS ME BY by Patricia Nichols 
Don't bother asking 
there's no;one there to answer 
Don't bother reading your thick books 
they tell you nothing you don't already know 
Don't bother waiting for morning 
you just might wake up dead 
Don't ask for translation ~ 
we don't speak your money 
Don't bother wishing 
wishes dissolve with time 
Don't bother sitting down 
. ' you won't be staying long 
Don't bother praying 
if you don't believe 
Don't bother with love 
the word has lost its meaning 
Don't bother crying 
it's only wasted energy 
~d don't bother lying to yourself 
you'll hear the truth sooner or later 
And that's the way it is 
so just don't bother me 
One'5 Critics pYoliPerate . 
in direct ratio to the 




by Leonard Schaff 
UMPG faculty have been asked this week for their 
endorsement of a Federally funded project in the 
field of Adult Education. The project is the establish-
ment of a demonstration and development center as arf 
. adjunct to the School of Education and the Urban 
Adult Education Center at UMPG. 
The goal of this center would be to work on pro-
blems covering the full range of Adult education; 
teaching the necessary skills to present and future 
teachers of adults, development of applicable mater-
ials, curriculum, and methods for adult education 
courses, and the dissemination of the developed mat-
erials to facillitate existing agencies throughout the 
state for practical applicatign. 
At the present time there are no undergraduate 
or graduate programs in Maine for the teachers of 
adults. As much as 80% of the people now teaching 
adults in tlre various state programs have had no for-
mal training in the teaching of adults specifically. As 
a result the effectiveness of such programs has been 
greatly hampered. 
It has long been realized in the state that Maine has 
a serious illiteracy problem, but few people realize the 
extent· of the problem. Statistics by the U.S. Office 
. of Education show that 25,000 Maine citizens over 18 
years old lack even basic reading and writing skills, 
60,000 more have been classified as functionally il-
literate , and an estimated total of 400,000 Maine 
adults have not completed high school. 
It is in the effort to he;p further educate this large 
portion of the state's population that the proposed 
Adult Education-Center would be put to use. 
--"""----r,,-;:;-e -;:;n;;;eed for such a center and its output is great, 
but if UMPG is to fulfill t!us need and in doing so 
deepen its involvement in the overall educational 
community, then it musLact now by showing 
strong faculty and administrative support. Endorse-
ment is needed to further the proj~ct which is still 
in its formative period. Federal funds can come our 
way only if we sho"{ we have a definate demand for 
them. Let's exibit that demand! 
Some of the potential projects for the center are: 
(1) 'to articulate and link existing states' services 
currently operating for literary training including the 
State Advisory Committee on Basic Adult Educa-
tion, Model Cities projects and the State Employment 
agency .. . '. (2) to develop, adapt and modify in-
structional materials and programs so the particular 
· and unique cultural integrity of Maine's adult pop-
ulation can be maintained and serve in an effective 
and viable· manner. .. '. (3) to encourage institu-
tions within the University system to offer pre and 
inservice education for teachers of Maine adults .. ;' 
Any student seeking information on the Law School 
Admission Test or on requirements for Rhodes Scho-
larships should see Professor H. Draper Hunt, 422 





For Information and 
Referral Assistance Call 
ABORTION INFORMATION· CENTER, INC. 
(201) 86"8-3745 
868-3746 
9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 
Monday to Saturday 
I FC Holds First 
Meeting; Elects 
On Sept. 15, the IFC met in the congerence room 
of the student lounge. Chairman, Don Haggett open-
ed the meeting and elections were then held. Don 
Hattett was elected president, Jeff Scott-vice-pres-
ident and Dana Dow-secretary~treasurer. Other 
business that night includes setting pledge dates. 
Bids will go out to upper classman this year on Oct. 
11. Bids go out to freshman on the last Monday in 
January. These dates pertain to only the Fraterni-
ties on the Gorham campus since TEP of Portland 
has an open rush policy and therefore can rush and 
pledge all year round. 
IFC will meet again this Thursday, October 23 . 
This meeting will include topics on a proposed bud-
get, the constitution, Greek Week, and publications. 




The UMPG soccermen won 2 straight in pre-
season efforts. The first was a win over Colby 7-0 
and next was a well fought game against a very good 
Bates team which we came out victors 2-1. The 
Co!by game was won by our very powerful offense of 
Gil Decompos, Karl Frank, George Robinson (mini), 
Dennis. Ela, Dale Bragg and Dick Reale: Mike McGraw 
lead the halfbacks who controled most of mid field 
play. Jim Mingo and Dave Halligan are also great half-
backs. The 'Stone Wall' of Kirk Rau, John Picone, and 
Dan Streans held the opposition scoreless. Our two 
goalies Gary Mingo and Rick Simonds didn't get much 
action but when they were called upon they were there. 
The Bates game was different story. Bates started 
the scoring off with a lucky goal which put UMPG 
boys a little down but they stay~d strong and the 
'Stone_ Wall' again was very strong. They held them 
scoreless and we finally got 2 penalty kicks near the 
::md of the game to win it. The fans can plan on alot 
uf great soccer .from out team because they are going 
,il the way to the NAIA finals. 
Brannigan Holds Mass 
Father Brannigan will hold Mass at 11 A.M. this 
Sunday in the Student Union Annex on Bedford Street 
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CLA$1FIED 
The OBSERVER will furnish free space for 
classified advertisements to UMPG students or to 
anyone wishing to reach UMPG students. If you 
have something to give away, trade, buy or sell, ot 
need a ride or riders, write your ad down and 
leave it in the OBSERVER office in the Gorham 
Lounge. 
F9R SALE: A br~nd new five-string banjo complete 
with case, extra strmgs and beginners book. Contact 
Pat Feely, 409 Upton Hall. 
TYPING WANTED: Termpapers, compostions etc. 
Will discuss price. Contact Pat Feely, 409 Upto'n Hall. 
North Country is on sale in the Observer office. 
25 cents per copy. 
LOST: One small cross-eyed siamese kitten. Lost 
in the vicinity of State Street. Kitten answers to 
the name of 'Ernie'. If found please call 839-3116 
and ask for Sally or Sue. 
LOST: One tiger cat with long, bushy tail. If anyone 
has seen him,or knows anything about his whereabouts 
please call the Observer office. Cat is wearing red col-
lar with name tag of 'Maxie'. 
HELP WANTED: Semi-experienced trim painter 
wanted to work part-time (Tuesday, Thursday, 
Saturday, Sunday). Call J. Michael Erspamer Tel 
772-5502. ' . 
. The Student Affairs Committee invites any 
student to file resume and application for position 
of Treasurer with Gerry McCann or Nate Cote 
before Sept. 27. The job will pay. 
Fo~ tho~e who missed the yearbook ordering during 
registration" the yearbook will be available one last 
time during the day from 9 am-3 pin on Sept. 27-28 
on the first floor of Baily Hall. If you want a year-
book you must order one at this time. 
Any orginizat~on rzquesting student money should 
prepare an estimated budget and send it to Gerry 
McCann. • 
The OBSERVER still seeks reporters, ad 
salesmen and office help. Rotten hours, poor pay, 
and interesting work. Stop by our office in the Gor-
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372 FORE 5TRECT P O RTLA N D 
I NEED HELP?°!! ENVELOPE STUFFERS-------PART-TIMK 
$25 GUARANTEED FOR EVERY 100 ENVELOPES YOU STUFF. 
ALL POSTAVE PRE-PAID. SEND STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED 
ENVELOPE, PLUS $1.00 FOR REGISTRATION AND HANDLING TO: 
ALLEN KING CORP; P.O. BOX 6525, PGl;I; PENNA; 15212. 
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Soccermen Take Premier , 
Meet East.ern Nazarene 
The multitalented UMPG soccer squad exploded 
with a 6-0 romp over Lyndon State in their match 
at Lyndon, Vt., Saturday. Lead by the brilliant play 
of Gil Decampos, with one goal and two assist, the 
offense had a field day. Also adding to Coach Joey 
Bouchard's jubilation were two goals by Carl Frank 
and single tallies by Jimmy Mingo, George (Mini) 
Robinson and Dennis Ela. Not to be forgotten was 
the dauntless defense of the blue and red led by 
starting goalie Rick Simonds in the nets and as~ 
sisted flawlessly by Gary Mingo. Topping off the 
Lyndon horror show was superb de(ensive play of 
John Picone, Mike McGraw, Kirk Rau, Danny Stearns, 
and Dave Haligan. 
The PoGoans meet Eastern Nazarene College on 
Tuesday and open at home against Castleton State on 
October 2. 
. 
All women interested in gymnastics (beginning or 
advanced), please meet with Mrs. Breton on Monday, 
October 4th at 2:30 in the womeR's locker room of 
the Portland campus gymnasium. 
If unable to attend this meeting, see Mrs. Breton 
at the Portland gymnasium, Room 13. 
-· 
Hockettes Also Win 
Both woman's hockey teams triumphed over 
Farmington Thursday afternoon. The varsity play-
ed a close 3-2 game. Goals were .scored by Donna 
McGibney (2) and Debbie Seleck. Miss McGibney's 
second goal was scored on a penalty bully with the · 
goalie. Left wing Linda Trask, who played an ex-
cellant game, assisted on 2 goals. Also outstanding 
for the Portland-Gorham squad, Barbara Jessen, 
Kathy Catir, Pat Metcalf, Donna Creighton, and 
Kathy Green'e. Goalie bebbie Shaw made some 
fantastic saves against the strong Farmington 
offense. 
On the J.V. team, a 2-0 score put them well 
ahead of Farmington. Both goals were scored by 
center forward Anna Littlefield. . 
truck on down to 
The PARLOR 
18 South Street 
Gorham 
for posters .... .incense ..... wallace beery shirts ..... 
pottery.-.... jeans ..... candles ..... cards ..... 















The University of Maine, Portland · Gorham 
hockey team defeated University of Maine, Farming-
ton 3-2 on a penalty goal by Co-Captain Donna 
McGibney. The game was the season's opener for 
both teams. Forward Debbie Selleck scored a goal 
for UMPG with Donna McBibney contributing the 
third goal. Linda Thomas made both goals for UMF. 
In the J.V. game, UMPG blanked the visitors 2-0. 
Freshman Anna Littlefield knocked in·both goals for 
UMPG. The schedule for the remainder of the season: 
Sept. 25 at Bates 
Sept. 30 Nasson 
Oct. 5 at Westbrook 
Oct. 7 Colby 
Oct. 12 at U of M Farmington 
Oct. 1-8 Bates 
Oct. 21 at Colby 
Oct. 27 Westbrook 
Senior Requirements 
Clarified for GE Majors 
Students classified as seniors who will com-
plete degree requirements in January, JtJne, or 
August 1972, and who have elected the new UMPG 
thirty-hour general education requirement, are 
exempted from the specific requirement of six 
hours of interdisciplinary coursework. However, eacl). 
senirir will be required to substitute six hours from 
one, or a combination, of the following four aca-
demic groupings: humanities, fine and applied 
arts, science and mathematics, and social sciences. 
Exclusive of coursed taken in the major, a senior 
must complete thirty hours in the above-listed 
academic groupings before graduation. 
A professional 
ABORTION 
that is safe, 
legal & 
• • 1nexpens1ve 
can be set up on an 
outpatient basis by calling 
The Problem Pregnancy 
Educational Service, Inc. 
215-722-5360 
24 hours-7 days 
for professional, confidential 
and caring help. 
Fidelity Onion Life Insurance Co. 
COLLEGE MASTER 
Guaranteed by a top company 
No war cli!JUSe 
Exclusive benefits at ·special rates 
Full aviatio~ coverage 
Premium depo§>its deferred until .you 
are out of school 
Symonds Associates 
53 State St. Gorham 839-2222 
